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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 02MBS AUTOMOTIVE

CENTRAL CONSOLE
LACQUERED TRIM
FINISH
STORAGE COMPARTMENT 
CUP HOLDER

STORAGE COMPARTMENT
CONSOLE LIGHTING
STOW-ABLE TRAYS
WIRELESS CHARGER
USB PORT

ARMREST

CARBON/WOOD/BLACK
MATTE
YES
ONE PAIR 

YES
AMBIENT
TWO
YES
ONE

OPERABLE

REAR SEAT

AS PER CATALOGUE

MASSAGE SYSTEM
MATERIAL 
SEAT ADJUST
ADJUSTABLE FOOTREST 
SEAT VENTILATION
SMART CONTROL UNIT
COLOUR 

12 POINT SYSTEM
HEWA LEATHER
ELECTRIC
YES
YES
YES

Optional replacement of leather coverings for the Front seats as per selection.
All MBS seats are manufactured using premium and high quality orthopaedic foam.
Smart control unit functions: 3 Level Back massage, 1 Level Base massage,
            Lumbar adjustment and Back width adjustment

https://www.mbs-seats.net/leather


REAR SEATS 03MBS AUTOMOTIVE

CUSHIONED HEAD REST
T he rear seat head rests are f itted with a 
cushion securely strapped to offer complete 
support and comfort.

PULL-OUT TRAY
These trays offer both rear passengers an 
enhanced experience while on the move. 
They are stowed on the sides within the 
central console unit.

SMART CONTROL UNIT
All massage functions can be controlled 
through this unit, positioned conveniently 
under the armrest on the central console unit.

LEG SUPPORT
T he rear seat offers enhanced leg support 
for a relaxing and comfortable journey.



CENTRAL CONSOLE 04MBS AUTOMOTIVE

STORAGE COMPARTMENT
T he top portion of the central console 
houses storage space that is concealed 
behind a panel and accessible by a button 
on top.

WIRELESS & USB CHARGING

AMBIENT LIGHT

T he central console also has a provision for 
powering mobile devices through a wireless 
charger and two USB 3.0 ports.

T he console trim and central module is lit 
with an ambient light consisting of a wide 
choice of multiple colours.

CUP HOLDERS
T he lower portion of the central console 
houses two beverage holders, with 
adjustable pegs to f it cups of various sizes.



CUSTOMIZATION 05MBS AUTOMOTIVE

STITCHING STYLES

1
2

1
2
3

COLOUR COMBINATIONS

SINGLE TONE 
DOUBLE TONE
MULTIPLE TONE

ORIGINAL
DIAMOND

1

1

2

2 3



STARLIGHT 06MBS AUTOMOTIVE

NIGHT TIME FEATURE (OPTIONAL)
T his feature offers a mesmerising experience, 
where passengers can gaze up and unwind 
under the twinkling of celestial bodies. It is 
achieved using delicate f ibre optic strands 
and perforations carefully crafted in the 
ceiling, offering an experience of travelling 
under the night time glow of stars.




